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Now all members of the Kingdom of God have arrived.

Except for the dark doctor and his people.

But at this moment.

Mr. X received a heavy message from Doctor Dark.
To say that Daxia’s Summon Division and Tianshi’s Mansion are all fake!

Just pretending to look like the legendary Town Demon Division and Heavenly Master’s Mansion, the
purpose of doing so is only to shock the kingdom of God.

The result of the Dark Doctor is that the existence of Daxia’s two types of legends is legend, and it
doesn’t exist at all.

It turned out that Doctor Dark returned immediately after hearing that the base camp had been
attacked.

After a series of investigations, there is this final result.
It’s a fake at all!

It’s not the real Summon Division and Heavenly Master’s Mansion at all!

According to Doctor Darkness, Daxia had long known that the Lab of the Gods was afraid of the
Heavenly Master’s Mansion and the Sword Demon Division.

So deliberately fake to deter!

And Doctor Darkness has already checked it out-Levilia’s exercises are all created by his own creation,
not a disciple of a Qi practitioner…

What?

Daxia’s Zhenmasi and Heavenly Master’s Mansion are fake?

But among the coalition forces, did anyone use the giant crossbow to directly shoot and kill the four
Superman machines?

This can’t be faked, right?

But after another thought, although the person was killed, in the end, even the shadow of the other
party has not been seen.

Was it really a human who shot his companion?

Is it really the Heavenly Master’s Mansion and the Sword Demon Division?

uncertain!

It may also be a high-tech equipment that uses giant crossbows.

Or maybe it’s another way.

If it is really the powerhouse of the Heavenly Master’s Mansion and the Sword Demon Division, I’m
afraid it would have appeared long ago.

Why hide behind and put a cold arrow?

Then my own judgment is wrong.

It’s not that people are waiting to watch the show, waiting for the Kingdom of God and the Galaxy
Guardian Alliance to lose both.

It’s the dishes!

Can’t attack at all!

There is a problem with this idea!

Now I hear Doctor Dark say so.

I got it right away-counterfeit! It doesn’t exist at all!

They were fooled!

Being played around by Daxia!But they thought that Levi Garrison pretended to be the Sword Demon
Division and the Heavenly Master Mansion to frighten them.

In fact, Levi Garrison was trying to force the chief priest to come out!

I have to say that Doctor Dark still has two brushes.

I even found this.

However, after knowing this information, it was useless at all.

Mr. X, they both looked silent.

Especially in the current environment, it is of no use at all.

Now the enemy of the Kingdom of God and the Lord God Division is not Daxia at all.

But familiar with their war eagle country!

And this information was known too late, too late.

crucial moment.

Mr. X told: “Doctor Dark, you must hide, there may be an accident here! You must not come!”

The situation was severe, and at the beginning he hoped that Doctor Dark would bring reinforcements
to reinforce him.

However, the current scene made him aware of the sense of crisis.

Never come.

What if the whole army is overthrown?

The Dark Doctor must hide, this is their only hope!

The Dark Doctor agreed and would not show up.

Just observe in the dark.

Also kept the last trace of fire for the Lord God!

…

In the field.

The main gods and the powerhouses of the Kingdom of God tried to dig through the panels, but they
couldn’t succeed at all.

And their restrictions are getting stronger.

Even the eighteen of the chief priests felt terrible restrictions.

If there is no solution at this time.

They knew what they were facing next.

And the eighteen main gods know more, such as the material of the panel and so on.

They know the consequences better.

“Retreat first!”

“Quickly evacuate!”

“Quick! Withdraw and withdraw!”

Someone gave the order to retreat.

The army of the Kingdom of God wants to withdraw.

Can be the next second.

They were surprised to find that, not to mention escaping, it is extremely difficult to even lift their feet!

It seems that a pair of legs weighs 10,000 tons, how can they be lifted!

The stronger the restriction is, the more terrible it is!

For example, Mr. X seems to have Mount Tai hanging on his feet.

You can’t lift your feet at all, let alone move.

He couldn’t even lift his arm.

The other parts of the body are the same, and they can’t move at all.

It will not help to exert the greatest strength!

I tried my best to move my body, but even if my body exploded or torn, it couldn’t move a bit.

not only.

Mr. X tried it.

